Firework Poems
An anthology by Woodcroft pupils
Introduction

Mr Tallon set Woodcroft pupils a challenge to write firework poems and post them on the Treehouse, our virtual learning environment (VLE).

The objective was to make the best use of descriptive sound word.

We have made a book out of the poems that were written. We hope that you enjoyed reading our firework poetry.

November 2015
BANG!
There goes another one
Screaming as it goes
It's getting high
Up in the sky
It fizzes and glows,
Fireworks!

WHOOSH!
Up high above the house
Behind a trail of sparks
Yellow, orange,
Red and white
Exploding in the dark,
Fireworks!
KS2 Winner: Riza Xhaferi Y5

Bang, whizz, zoom,  
Here comes bonfire night.  
Bang, whizz, zoom,  
What a fantastic sight.

Whoosh, pop, scream,  
Watch the fireworks go.  
Whoosh, pop, scream,  
Dancing as they glow.

Swish, snap, crackle,  
Like bangers on the fire.  
Swish, snap, crackle,  
Going higher, higher, higher.
KS1 Runner Up: Felix Bosworth Y2

Catherine wheels spin
Sparklers go whizz
Mad rockets scream
Red fountains fizz
Candles shoot flame
Serpents are bright
Waterfalls spray
It's firework night!
KS2 Runner Up: Josh Masangcay Y6

Fizz! Whizz! Boom! Pop!
What could that be?
Up high
In the sky
Colours everywhere in the air.
They come,
Then go.

A shower of glittering stars
Crackle like popcorn in the sky
Fireworks so bright
You stare at them at night
They leave their trail of sparks
As they glow in the dark.
KS2 Runner Up: Tallulah-Honey Taylor Y5

They rise like sudden fiery flowers
They burst upon the night
Then fall to earth in burning showers
Of crimson, blue and white.

Like buds too wonderful to name
Each miracle unfolds
And Catherine wheels begin to flame
Like whirling marigolds.

Rockets and roman candles make
An orchard of the sky
Where magic trees their petals shake
Upon each gazing eye.

These fireworks go bang, pop, whiz
But some of them just fizz
Crackle and crack is the sound I like
On Bonfire Night!!
Highly Commended: Arzoo Abdul Hardy Y3

1234
Boom! Boom!
There are so many
Lovely fireworks in the sky
And, with a swish,
They blow away.

KS2 Highly Commended: Tara Xhaferi Y3

The fire burns orange and bright
Sparks jump into the dark night
Crackling, spitting, hissing and pop!
Flames leap and dance and bop.

Catherine wheels whizz around
Rockets zoom way up high
Sparklers sizzle, and then
Roman candles soar.
BOOM!
You can hear them from inside your room
POP!
Just want to make them stop
Fireworks!

Running inside
Just wanting to hide,
From the loud KABOOM!
Fireworks!

Watching them in their glory,
Just like in a story,
Colours from the rainbow
Shooting from everywhere
They sizzle and pop but beware
Sometimes they can be dangerous.
Fireworks!

Animals inside
Make sure not to give them a fright
They would be,
Safe and sound,
Playing around,
Inside.
Fireworks!

Sparks and light,
Way up in the sky
Whizzing past,
Really fast,
Fireworks!

Ndidi Moore

Fireworks high in the sky
Some people ask, oh why,
Fizz, Crackle, Boom and pop!
People with babies would say please stop.
Haya Rasheed

Fireworks up high
In the night sky
Can be seen over the darkness
As well as the dullness.

Boom, Boom, Boom!
It's what I can hear as I sit in my dark room
Crash, Crash, Crash!
Makes me dash,

To the window sill so I can see
Fireworks bigger than me.
Bright, sparkling and dazzling
But makes me smell the burning.

It makes me go WOW!
Pow, Pow, Pow!
Whizzing past like rockets
Looking like buckets of stars
shimmering and glittering
As they start whirling.

Crackle, Crackle, Crackle!
Frizzle, Sizzle, Frizzle, Sizzle,
Rainbow-like colours in the air
Makes me want to cheer

Yellow, Blue
Makes everything untrue
Orange, Green
Makes me feel like a queen
White, Red
Makes me get out of bed.

Whoosh, Whoosh, Whoosh!
Swoosh, Swoosh, Swoosh!

I love fireworks!

Alkowthar Hassan

Remember, Remember the fifth of November
Fireworks in the sky
Crickle crackle, Crickie crackle,
Sparkle, fizzing, whizzing by.

Stand up, watch them, hear a loud BANG!
Pretty colours way up high
Perfect purple, glorious gold
Roaring red it's getting cold
Fireworks light up the autumn sky
They look amazing and then goodbye.
Zeynab Blaha

Colours in the air
Colours everywhere
Whoosh! Over my head
An explosion of red
Crackle, Boom!
The fireworks are as big as the moon!
Look have you seen
A great flame of green
Pop and whizz!
The fireworks make
Though, it is the sound that I can`t take
The fireworks are so loud
As they whoosh into the clouds
They are so bright
As it`s at night
Just like sparkling light.

Megan Goodacre

Boom, crackle, pop,
Fireworks don't stop
In the air so high,
Zoom into the night sky
All the noise.
I say shhh,
But the fireworks still go whoosh
A sight to remember
On the fifth of November
Fireworks so beautiful
They make me cheerful
The fifth of November
Sophie McWalter

Crackle, pop, whiz,  
Bright colours in the night  
Fireworks boom and whirl  
Straight up in the sky  
Make sure you keep your pets in the house!

Laloh Othman

BOOOOM! CRACK! BOOM!  
Flying into the sky  
Exploding right under the clouds  
Lots of beautiful colours in the dark, dark sky  
And then,  
A man who says stop or I'll cry  
I'M TRYING TO SLEEP!

Lina Boussadi

Firework, firework shooting in the sky.  
Every day and every night it shoots  
Whoosh bang whoosh bang in the sky.  

Dangerous, dangerous I can't believe my eyes.  
What will happen if you go to clouds  
Crack, Crack when I'm sleeping.
Kirsty Rees

Firework, firework,  
Is so beautiful  
Shooting at the dark sky  
It says ‘BOOM, CRASH’ when it explodes.

Firework, firework,  
Beautiful colours  
Like blue and red  
A rainbow in the sky  
Exploding fantastical fireworks.

Like beautiful diamonds  
In a bright dark blue sky.

Remember, remember the 5th of November.  
BOOM, CRASH, THEY GO.

Jasmine Narnor

Fireworks  
When I was sleeping  
I could hear a crackle, bang, boom!  
As loud like thunder  
It was as loud as a wish  
BOOM! In the sky, a big rocket  
It kept on going BANG!  
Waking everyone up.  
I could not believe my eyes like  
A sparkle in the sky.
Iren Kikaya

Fireworks, fireworks,  
Exploding in the sky  
With a boom, bang and crash  
all around!

Maryem Seba

Bang, Pop, whizz, fizzle,  
Fireworks twirl, spin and sizzle.  
Loud explosions high above  
An amazing sight that we all love.  
Bursts of colour set the sky alight  
Red, pink, green, blue and white  
Glimmering, shimmering and glowing bright  
Wish, whoosh, boom  
Fireworks fill the air tonight.

Grace Duro

Frizzle, frazzle, fuzz  
Is what a firework does  
Crackle, split, whizz,  
That's also what a firework is.

Send them up into flames  
Bonfire is my favourite day!  
Spiral, whirl, curl,  
They dance like a pearl.  
Fireworks go off with a BOOM!  
And then look like they are in a loom.

Fireworks, I love you to the moon.  
Please come back soon!
Suvechya Phuyal

Crackle, spit!
What is this?
Orange, yellow and red.
Crackle, spit!
Hotting up
Flames above my head.

Frazzle, pop!
Feel the heat burning on the ground.
Frazzle, pop!
Faces glow
Smiles all around.

Whizz, zoom!
Up they go
High in the night.
Whizz, zoom!
Coloured stars
Shining bold and bright.

Zap, fizz!
Shooting out
Flying really quick.
Zap, fizz!
See the blur
Dancing on a stick!

Medina Haili

Fireworks sizzling through the sky, pop!
That makes a big sound
I hear a sizzle in the sky, bang!
There it goes up high.

Whizz, whizz! There it goes, fizz, in my eye
Crash then it explodes
Snap, snap! An epic crack!
A Catherine wheel.
Pop! Sizzle! Bang! Whizz!
Taysha Duncan

Pop, bang I hear the fireworks exploding
My eyes are gazing towards the sky
I hear the fireworks going twink and bang
My ears have popped.
Dogs are barking it makes me want to drop
There is a big burst of colour
I wish I could see them again.

Bilal Shifa

When fireworks come they see a surprise
BOOM, BOOM!
Gives a dangerous cry
Joy and bright beauty comes into the sky
For a short lot of time.

Aston Jameson

Fireworks go BOOM, SNAP, BANG, and POP!
High in the night sky on an epic night.
Kenda Kikaya

Fireworks, fireworks,
They go boom, bang
With all the colours
They go poom, pop
The catherine wheel goes whizz.

Cameron Gammon

The fireworks are colourful
They go boom and blow
A colourful spark in the air
Off they go...

Then a BIG BOOM!
And POP in the sky
To light it up.

Ali Sherif

Fireworks, crackle, whizz and pop,
Hey, I can’t sleep with all that noise!
With a boom and a bop!
Jose Gouveia

Always the time
In the Sky
A great Boom!

Sky, Sky,
When everyone comes
The time is now
Send a rocket to zoom up!

Up, Up,
Big great sparkles
Watch out they burn
But they are beautiful!

Zoom, Sparkle, Boom,
Goes the firework
So everyone can have
A great Bonfire Night.

Demi Perez-Haines

Crackle, snap, pop!
Boom, boom, they go up to the top.
Wish, whoosh it’s time for them to drop.
Let’s see the beautiful fireworks, don’t stop.
Ogochukwu Moore

Firework, firework do your thing
Shine brightly in the sky like
A happy colourful sin.
You make me happy
Boom, crackle, clash, crack,
Make me feel the need to clap
Sounds are important
BOOM, BOOM!

Lauryn Tchuemegne

Bang, whizz, zoom
Here comes bonfire night,
Bang, whizz, zoom,
What a fantastic night!

Whoosh, pop, scream,
Watch the fireworks go,

Whoosh, pop, scream,
Dancing as they glow!

Swish, snap, crackle,
Like bangles on the fire

Swish, snap, crackle
Going higher, higher and higher!
Marina Reyes

Fireworks shoot like a rocket in space
Then falls like a falling star to its resting place
Some are big, some are small,
like different sizes of a ball
Some fizz, crackle and pop!

Animals say "Please just stop"
Make sure to keep your pets inside,
Or you'll give them a big fright
With your BOOM and POP for the rest of the night.

Colours shining in the night sky
Up they go, up high,
The pretty colours that they make
They sometimes do the salsa shake.

Huda Jama

Firework booming in the night
The best one was yesterday
I hear zoom, blast, bang,
Colours shining bright
I'm glad, but... "BANG!"
Here it goes again.
Serkan Cam

Fireworks glimmer in the night
But some give a big fright
Kids wave their sparkles in the air
Some girls don’t want it near their hair
While kids eat their yummy pie!

BANG!! Goes the fireworks going up to space
People are hoping that it don’t blow up in there face!
Parents shout “DON’T GO NEAR!”
Kids usually cannot hear
Flickering flames dance off in sight
With rockets blasting off in the night.

POP and WIZZ the fireworks go
When children go near parents shout “NO!”
The fireworks are so loud
As they whoosh into the sky
The fireworks create lots of smoke
Which sometimes makes you choke.

Zeynab Blaha

Pop, Fizz, Sizzle,
Fireworks merge
Into the night sky
With a BOOM!
The fireworks are high so high.

Crackle as they explode
Into a bright colourful mode
Appearance so beautiful
Although they can be harmful
 Huge explosions they can make
Only one at a time you can take.
Emilian Gal

The sound of sizzling fireworks fly into the air
As they sparkle in the night sky
They explode like a lovely palm tree
And down falls the long leaves
Up goes the whizzing firework
Exploding and BA-DA-BOOM they go!

Limfred Agyei

You see fireworks at night
They make whoosh, pop, bang,
Fireworks are very dangerous
They could hurt you
Fireworks make a whizz sound all around
Bash, crash, whoosh, boom,
Out at night pop, poom.

Gemma Turner

Fireworks I'd like to try
Fireworks that fly up high
Booms and sparks,
Whistles and crashes,
Leaving trails of smoke way up high.
When they burst in the night sky
Different colours, different sounds
I'm glad I'm safe down on the ground.
Snap, boom, crash, slap,
These are the sounds of the fireworks in town!
Assiyah Seba

WHIZ, BANG, POP!
The sound of firework’s
It makes me stay awake
Because I have to celebrate.

It lightens up my day I have to say,
Whoosh, wish, whoosh, the way the fireworks
fly high in the sky.
I love fireworks and the sound they make
I would love to make some one day.
BOOM, BOOM, BOOM!

Daniel Garrod

Firework, firework, boom you go
Firework, firework go back home
If you make a pop
You never stop
So sprinkle, bang and fizz
The firework will make a whiz
Bonfire night shines a light
About Guy Fawkes’ fight,
In plotting murder,
We celebrate further.
Highly Commended Y1: Nawaal Jama